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Abstract|Traditional fuzzy logic uses real numbers
as truth values. This description is not always adequate, so in interval-valued fuzzy logic, we use pairs
; + ) of real numbers, ;
+ , to describe a truth
(
value. To make this description even more adequate,
instead of using real numbers to described each value
; and + , we can use intervals, and thus get fuzzy values which can be described by 4 real numbers each.
We can iterate this procedure again and again. The
question is: can we get an arbitrary partially ordered
set in this manner? An arbitrary lattice? In this paper, we show that although we cannot thus generate
arbitrary lattices, we can actually generate an arbitrary partially ordered set in this manner. In this
sense, the \intervalization" operation is indeed universal.
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I. Introduction

A. Traditional Fuzzy Logic and Its Drawbacks
Traditional fuzzy uses real numbers as truth values. If
we use the simplest possible &-operation min(a b), then
we can describe the relation a b as a&b = a, i.e., as
min(a b) = a. Thus dened relation coincides with the
normal ordering on the interval 0 1].
The description provided by the traditional 0 1]-based
fuzzy logic is not always adequate: e.g., it does not distinguish between the situations in which we know nothing about a certain statement, and a situation in which we
have exactly as many arguments in favor of this statement
as we have against it.
B. Interval-Valued Fuzzy Logic
Interval-valued fuzzy logic enables us to describe this
dierence. Namely, in interval-valued fuzzy logic, instead
of describing a truth value as a single number t, we describe the truth value by an interval t;  t+ ] of its possible
values. In these terms, the situation when we know nothing about a statement can be represented by the interval
0 1], while a situation in which we have an equal amount
of arguments in favor of a statement and of its negation
can be represented, e.g., as 0:5 0:5].

In order to describe a natural ordering on the resulting
set of truth values, we must describe the corresponding &operation. If the only thing we know about the \degree of
truth" of a statement A is that it belongs to the interval
t(A) = t;(A) t+ (A)], and the only thing we know about
the \degree of truth" of a statement B is that it belongs
to the interval t(B ) = t; (B ) t+ (B )], then possible values
of t(A&B ) = min(t(A) t(B )) for a set

ft(A)&t(B ) j t(A) 2 t; (A) t+ (A)] and
t(B ) 2 t; (B ) t+ (B )]g:

One can show that this set is itself an interval, namely,
the interval

t(A&B) = min(t;(A) t; (B)) min(t+ (A) t+ (B))]:
Therefore, if we dene t(A) t(B ) as meaning that
t(A&B) = t(A;), then; we can
conclude that t(A) t(B )
+ +
if and only if tA

tB and tA tB .

C. One More \Intervalization" Step: From IntervalValued Fuzzy Logic to \4-Valued" Fuzzy Logic and Further
In interval-valued fuzzy logic, we use exact numbers to
describe both degrees t; and t+ . In real life, people are
reluctant to describe their degrees of certainty by exact
numbers. For example, it is dicult to distinguish between the degree of belief 0.7 and 0.71. A more adequate
way of describing each degree of certainty is by using not
exact numbers, but intervals of possible values.
Therefore, to describe each degree of certainty, we must
use a pair of intervals t;;  t;+ ] and t+;  t++ ]. We must
guarantee that whatever numbers we pick from these intervals, we will always have t; t+ . To guarantee this
inequality, we must require that t;; t;+ t+; t++ :
In other words, instead of two linearly ordered numbers,
we have four linearly ordered numbers.
Once can easily see that the natural ordering between
such numbers is also component-wise:

(t;; (A) t;+ (A) t+; (A) t++ (A))
(t;; (B ) t;+ (B ) t+; (B ) t++ (B ))

if and only if t;; (A) t;; (B ), t;+ (A) t;+ (B ),
t+; (A) t++ (B ), and t++ (A) t++ (B ).
To make a description more adequate, we can perform
one more intervalization step, etc. see, e.g., 1]{6] and
references therein.
At each step, we describe each degree of belief by a
linearly ordered sequence of real numbers

t1 t2 : : : tn
for which A B if and only for each i, ti (A) ti (B ).
D. Formulation of the Problem
A natural question is: if we repeat this procedure again
and again, can we get an arbitrary partial order? In other
words, is the intervalization procedure which underlies intuitionistic fuzzy logic, really universal?
In this paper, we show that the answer to this question
is \yes", intervalization is indeed universal.
II. Definitions and the Main Result

Before we formulate the result in precise terms, let us
rst give a general denition of what we mean by the
result of an intervalization.

 The partial ordered set, interpreted as the set of
all truth values, will be denoted by V . In the
above n-dimensional intervalization example, V is the
set of all ordered n-tuples of real numbers with a
component-wise ordering.

Now, we are ready for our denition and for the corresponding main result:

Denition 1.

We say that a partially ordered set

can be obtained by
ordered sets

L

and

intervalization

A

V

if there exist linearly

and a function

f : V A ! L

for

which the following two conditions hold:



v2V a2A
b2A
f (v a) f (v b)

u v 2 V u v
8a (f (u a) f (v a)):
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,
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.

For every

,

if and only if

Theorem 1. Every partially ordered set can be obtained

by intervalization.
Comments.
 For reader's convenience, all the proofs are presented
in the last section.
 As we will see from the proof, if V is a nite set, then
we can take nite sets A and L.
 We can also see from the proof that if the set V is
innite countable, then we can choose, as L, a countable linearly ordered set which can be thus embedded
into 0 1]. In other words, in this case, we can use
L = 0 1].
III. First Auxiliary Result: Intervalization Is a
Universal Tool for Orders but Not for
Lattice Structures

The set of truth values is usually described not only by
its partial ordering relation, but also by the corresponding
lattice operations (which usually correspond to \and" and
\or"). We already know that the partial order can be
obtained by intervalization a natural next question is:
can we obtain the lattice structure in the same way? This
time, the answer is negative:

 We have the original linearly ordered set L in our
example, L = 0 1].
 We also have a linearly ordered set of indices A in
the above example, A = f1 2 : : : ng.
V
 We have a value from L assigned to every truth value Denition 2.
_
^
intervalization
v and to every index a 2 A. In our example, the
L A
f : V A ! L
value assigned to x = (x1  : : :  xn ) 2 V and i 2 A =
f1 : : :  ng is xi 2 0 1] = L. We will denote this
value by f (v a). In precise terms, f is a function

v2V a2A
b2A a b
from V  A to L.
f (v a) f (v b)
 The fact that xi is a linearly ordered sequence of val
u v 2 V u v
ues means that for every v, if a b, then f (v a)
8a (f (u a) f (v a)):
f (v b).

u v 2 V
a2A
 We also need to describe the fact that the order on
V is dened component-wise. In our notations, this
f (u _ v a) = max(f (u a) f (v a)) and
means that u v if and only if for all a, f (u a)
f (u ^ v a) = min(f (u a) f (v a)):
f (v a).
We say that a lattice

and

with operations

can be obtained by

linearly ordered sets

and

if there exist

and a function

for which the following three conditions hold:
For every

,

, and

, if

.

For every

For every

,

if and only if

and for every

,

, then

Theorem 2. Not every lattice can be obtained by intervalization.

IV. Second Auxiliary Result: What Will
Happen If We Apply Intervalization to
Classical 2-Valued Logic?

The next natural question is as follows: we started intervalization with a (generalized) fuzzy set, i.e., with a
linearly ordered set L. What if we start instead with a
set L0 = f0 < 1g of truth values of classical 2-valued
logic?

Denition 3.

We say that a partial ordered set

V

can be

intervalization of classical logic if there exist
a linearly ordered set A and a function f : V  A ! L0
obtained by

for which the following two conditions hold:



v2V a2A
f (v a) f (v b)

u v 2 V u v
For every

,

, and

b2A

, if

a

b

, then

.

For every

,

if and only if

8a (f (u a) f (v a)):

Theorem 3. A partially ordered set can be obtained by

intervalization of classical logic if and only if it is linearly
ordered.
Comment. In other words, an arbitrary partially ordered
set can be obtained from the classical 2-valued logic by
the following two-step procedure:

 rst, we apply the intervalization to classical logic,
and get linearly ordered sets L
 then, we apply intervalization to linearly ordered sets
L, and get all possible partially ordered sets.
V. Proofs

A. Proof of Theorem 1
We will start this proof by using the fact that, according
to Zorn's Lemma, every set V can be well-ordered, i.e., we
can mark each element of this set by an ordinal number
in such a way that dierent ordinal numbers correspond
to dierent elements of the set. In other words, elements
from V are v1 , v2 , . . . , v! , etc. (In case the set is nite,
this is simply numbering.) Let us x one such numbering
of the set V .
Based on this well-ordering of the set V , we can dene
a well-ordering of the set of all pairs V  V : namely,
we dene a lexicographic version of the well-ordering:
(v  v ) < (v  v ) if and only if either  <  , or  = 
and  < .

We will construct the sets A and L and the function
f by using transnite induction over these intervals. On
each step of this construction, we will have a part A0 of A
and a part L0 of L, and the corresponding part of f will
map V  A0 into L0 . On each step, we will have the property that f is non-strictly increasing in both variables,

i.e.:

 if a b, then f (v a) f (v b), and
 if u v, then for every a 2 A0 , we have f (u a)
f (v a).
We start with an element v1 2 V . For this element, we
take a 1-element set A0 = fa0g and L0 = f0 1g. For this
set, we dene f (v a0 ) as follows:
 if v v1 , we take f (v a0 ) = 0
 otherwise, we take f (v a0 ) = 1.
One can easily check that this function f satises the two

monotonicity conditions.
Let us now describe the induction step. Let us assume
that we have already constructed sets A0 and L0 , and that
we have dened f : V  A0 ! L0 . If on this set, for every
pair (u v) 2 V  V , we have

u v $ 8a 2 A0 (f (u a) f (v a))
then the theorem is proven. Assume now that there exist
some pairs for which this condition is not satised. Let
(u0  v0 ) be the rst pair, in lexicographic well-ordering of
V , for which this condition is not satised. Since f is
monotonic in the second variable, this means that u0 6 v0 ,
but 8a 2 A0 (f (u0  a) f (v0  a)): Let us expand A0 , L0 ,
and f so as to cover this pair (u0  v0 ).
Let us dene the new linearly ordered set A00 by adding,
to A0 , a new element anew which is larger than all elements
of A0 . With this addition, the new set A00 is still linearly
ordered.
To the set L0, we add two new elements l1 < l2 such that
both are larger than all elements from L0 . Thus enlarged
set L00 is still linearly ordered.
Now, we need to expand f from V  A0 to V  A00 .
Since the only new element of the set A00 is the element
anew , we must, therefore, dene the values f (v anew ) for
all v 2 V . We dened these values as follows:

 if v u0 , then f (v anew ) = l2 
 otherwise, f (v anew ) = l1 .
From our choice of li and anew , we can conclude that thus

expanded function remains monotonic in both variables.
For u0 and v0 , we have f (anew  u0 ) = l2 and f (anew  v0 ) =

l1 . Here, f (anew  u0 ) = l2 6 f (anew  v0 ) = l1 . Thus, for 0 otherwise. One can easily check that this function is
the expanded function f , u0 6 v0 and
non-strictly monotonic in a, and that u v if and only if
8
a (f (u a) f (v a)).
:8a 2 A00 (f (u0  a) f (v0  a))
Indeed, if u v, then, enumerating all possible cases,
we can conclude that f (u a) f (v a). Vice versa, if
and hence,
f (u a) f (v a) for all a, then this inequality is true also
for a = u, for which f (u a) = 1. Hence, f (v u) 1, i.e.,
u0 v0 $ 8a 2 A00 (f (u0  a) f (v0  a)):
f (v u) = 1 and, by denition of the function f , we have
One can easily check that if this equivalence holds on a v u.
certain step, it will hold forever. Thus, whichever pairs
we covered by this equivalence stay covered. So, by transnite induction, we can conclude that eventually, we will
cover all such pairs, and thus, get an intervalization of the
original partially ordered set. The theorem is proven.
B. Proof of Theorem 2
The set L is a linearly ordered set and therefore, a
linearly ordered lattice. Every linearly ordered lattice is
known to be distributive, i.e., a ^ (b _ c) = (a ^ b) _ (a ^ c).
Therefore, for every two elements u, v, and w, we will
conclude that for every a,

f (u ^ (v _ w) a) = f ((u ^ v) _ (u ^ w) a)
hence

f (u ^ (v _ w) a) f ((u ^ v) _ (u ^ w) a)
and

f (u ^ (v _ w) a) f ((u ^ v) _ (u ^ w) a):
Since these two inequalities are true for every a, then from

the second property of the lattice obtained by intervalization, we will conclude that

u ^ (v _ w) (u ^ v) _ (u ^ w)
and
i.e., that

u ^ (v _ w) (u ^ v) _ (u ^ w)

To complete the proof of the theorem, we must now
show that any partial order which is obtained by intervalization of classical logic is linearly ordered. We will prove
this fact by reduction to a contradiction. Let us assume
that a partially ordered set V which is not linearly ordered can be obtained by intervalization of classical logic.
The fact that V is not linearly ordered means that there
exist two elements u and v for which u 6 v and v 6 u.
From the rst inequality u 6 v, we conclude that it is
not true that 8a (f (u a) f (v a) therefore, there exists
an a1 for which f (u a1) 6 f (v a1 ). Since the function f
takes values in the set L0 = f0 1g, the only possibility of
f (u a1) 6 f (v a1 ) if when f (u a1 ) = 1 and f (v a1 ) = 0.
Similarly, from the fact that v 6 u, we conclude that
there exists an element a2 2 A for which f (u a2) = 0 and
f (v a2 ) = 1.
The set A is linearly ordered, so either a1 a2 or a2
a1 .
 In the rst case a1 a2 , we should have f (u a1 )
f (u a2), which contradicts to the fact that f (u a1) =
1 and f (u a2) = 0.
 In the second case a2 a1 , we get a similar contradiction between the conclusion f (v a2 ) f (v a1 )
and the fact that f (v a2 ) = 1 and f (v a1 ) = 0.
In both cases, we get a contradiction. Thus, our assumption is false, and the non-linearly ordered set V cannot be
obtained by intervalizing classical logic. The theorem is
proven.
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